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On PAPR Reduction in Pilot-Assisted Optical OFDM Communication Systems

Funmilayo B. Ogunkoya, Wasiu O. Popoola and Sinan Sinanovic

Abstract—This paper presents a novel theoretical characterization of the pilot-assisted (PA) technique proposed for peak-to-average-power-ratio (PAPR) reduction in optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (O-OFDM). The two systems considered are direct-current biased O-OFDM (DCO-OFDM) and asymmetrically clipped O-OFDM (ACO-OFDM) in optical wireless communications. The DCO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM time domain signals approach Gaussian and half-Gaussian distributions respectively. The PA technique uses \( P \) iterations of a pilot sequence to rotate the phase of \( U \) data symbols within a PA O-OFDM frame and select the frame with the least PAPR. Thus, we utilize order statistics to characterize the PAPR distributions of the PA DCO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM system. The PA technique results in higher reduction in PAPR for high \( P \) but at the expense of increased complexity. In the theoretical framework developed, we are able to determine \( P \) that gives reasonable PAPR reduction gain. The theoretical analysis of PAPR reduction effects on the average optical and electrical signal power is studied. Results show that the PA technique is capable of reducing the optical energy per bit to noise power spectral density \( E_{b(\text{opt})}/N_0 \) required to meet target bit-error-rate (BER) in an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. Comparisons of the analytical results of PA O-OFDM signal with that of computer simulations show very good agreement.

Index Terms—Optical OFDM; pilot-assisted PAPR reduction analysis; DCO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM PAPR distributions; order statistics.

I. INTRODUCTION

The wireless communication data traffic is growing exponentially with the increasing popularity of smart devices, data-intensive applications and services [1]. Optical wireless communications (OWC) is a promising alternative technology with significantly large and unregulated spectrum to complement the existing radio frequency (RF) communication systems. The dynamic range and bandwidth limitations in the front-end devices and impairments in the channel of the OWC system prevent full exploitation of the huge optical spectrum in achieving high-speed communications. To fully leverage the inherent resources of OWC and mitigate the effects of these limitations, multi-carrier modulation techniques such as optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (O-OFDM) is an attractive option [2]. However, implementing O-OFDM in OWC systems has the problem of the high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) due to the constraints on the average radiated optical power and the limited dynamic range of the front-end devices [3]. Hence, effort to mitigate high PAPR problem in O-OFDM is very important in order to have optimum system performance, power efficiency and optimal utilization of the available optical spectrum.

The limited dynamic range of the light emitting diodes (LEDs) poses constraints on the O-OFDM signal [4]. This means that the full amplitude swing of the O-OFDM signal with high peaks will not fit within the limited range without being clipped. Signal clipping causes degradation in the error performance of the system. As such, optimal conditioning of the O-OFDM signal becomes crucial in order to become suitable for transmission through the LED. There have been a number of studies proposing different solutions to mitigate the high PAPR problem in O-OFDM. The methods can be broadly classified into category of techniques involving clipping and filtering, coding technique, multiple signaling and probabilistic technique, among others. Study in [5] considered a recoverable upper clipping procedure for PAPR reduction in asymmetrically clipped O-OFDM (ACO-OFDM) with efficient detection at the receiver. In this case, the signal is clipped by a predetermined threshold but the clipped error information is retained and repositioned for transmission on the zero-level position of the signal. Approach in [6] achieves electrical PAPR reduction of O-OFDM signal using pilot signal. The PAPR reduction scheme for direct current biased O-OFDM (DCO-OFDM) presented in [7] involves applying a semidefinite relaxation approach to tone injection without transmitting any side information.

The statistical distribution of PAPR focuses on the maximum peak in the envelop variation of an O-OFDM symbol. The complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) has been widely used in the literature as a metric to characterize the PAPR reduction capability of various techniques [8] (and references therein). The complex-valued bipolar time domain OFDM signal is used in RF systems while the OWC system uses the real-valued unipolar time domain O-OFDM signal [9]. Furthermore, the RF system is limited by the average electrical power and peak power while the OWC system constraints are average optical power and dynamic optical power [10]. Thus, some of the PAPR reduction techniques in an RF system and its theoretical frameworks cannot be directly applied to the OWC system. There has been intensive research effort to analyze the PAPR distributions of complex-valued OFDM signals, and in techniques to reduce the PAPR [11], [12]. It is equally noted that the PAPR distributions of the real-valued O-OFDM signal without PAPR reduction techniques have been presented in the literature [13], [14]. However, there is little reported work in the open literature...
on the theoretical analysis of the distributions of PAPR in O-OFDM systems with PAPR reduction techniques. Analysis of the electrical PAPR distributions will provide a guideline for practical implementation of the techniques. Moreover, PAPR is one of the most important parameters of interest used in specifying the dynamic range of the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) in an OFDM system [11]. O-OFDM signal peaks reduction provides the opportunity of implementing power-efficient LED drivers in OWC system. Thus, theoretical characterization of the PAPR distributions is important.

In the PA technique [6], the electrical PAPR reduction is achieved by rotating the phase of clusters of data symbols within a frame with \( P \) iterations of a randomly generated pilot symbol sequence with specially chosen phase and amplitude following the initial principles found in [15] and [16]. The phase rotation reduces the probability of having subcarriers adding up coherently to produce high peaks in the time domain. Thus, the time domain PA O-OFDM frame with the least PAPR after \( P \) iterations is selected for transmission. Pilot symbol recovery at the receiver is done using the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation scheme. The empirical evaluation of the PA technique in real indoor OWC channel with the possibility of using the transmitted pilot symbol for channel estimation at the receiver is studied in [17]. While PA technique for PAPR reduction in O-OFDM was investigated via computer simulations in [6], a theoretical analysis for the scheme was not presented.

This paper presents a theoretical characterization of the PA technique proposed for PAPR reduction in O-OFDM using order statistics. In this work, we apply order statistics in the field of OWC for the first time to predict the distributions of the PAPR of PA O-OFDM signal. Our contributions include 1) analytical framework of the electrical PAPR distribution of the PA DCO-OFDM; 2) required DC bias to make the PA DCO-OFDM signal unipolar; 3) the derivation of the PAPR distributions of PA ACO-OFDM signal; and 4) investigation of the average optical power reduction gain by implementing the PA technique in O-OFDM. The PAPR reduction is characterized by considering the CCDF metric in accordance with the general way of presenting results on the subject [8]. Comparisons of the PA O-OFDM system, to obtain their PAPR reduction capability, are made with basic O-OFDM where no PAPR reduction technique is implemented. The error performance is assessed in terms of the optical and electrical energy per bit to noise power spectral density ratio required to meet target bit-error-rate (BER). The theoretical results of the PA O-OFDM are compared with simulation results in order to confirm the accuracy of the analysis.

The rest of the paper is outlined as follows: a brief description of basic O-OFDM is presented in Section II. A concise review of the PA technique in O-OFDM is presented in Section III. Section IV-A and IV-B gives a brief overview of order statistics and the procedure of selecting the PA frame with the least PAPR after \( P \) iterations respectively. The theoretical framework of PAPR distributions of the PA technique in DCO-OFDM system is presented in Section IV-C. The closed form solution of the PAPR distributions of basic ACO-OFDM and PA ACO-OFDM is presented in Section IV-D. Error performance of the PA technique in DCO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM is studied in Section V. Results with relevant discussions are contained in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

II. OFDM-BASED OPTICAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Most of the practical OWC systems currently in use are based on the scheme called intensity modulation with direct detection (IM/DD) [3]. This requires the modulating signal to be real and non-negative for the purpose of transmission on light intensity which is positive-valued [3]. The real-valued signal is obtained in O-OFDM by constraining the frequency domain data-carrying inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) subcarriers to have Hermitian symmetry [18]. Hermitian symmetry ensures real O-OFDM signal which is still bipolar. Hence, a number of approaches to generate unipolar signal have been proposed. These include DCO-OFDM [19], ACO-OFDM [20], pulse-amplitude-modulated discrete multitone modulation (PAM-DMT) [21] and other modified version of the listed O-OFDM variants [22], [23]. A complex-valued polar OFDM (P-OFDM) has been proposed in [24] for optical communication systems. The major difference in the implementation of O-OFDM variants is in the format of mapping data symbols to the IFFT subcarriers and the bipolar-to-unipolar conversion process of the time domain signal. In comparison with other O-OFDM based schemes, DCO-OFDM requires the addition of DC bias which results in power penalty [22]. However, addition of some DC bias to the O-OFDM signal is essential for visible light communication (VLC) applications where illumination is the primary purpose of the optical source. The non-negative signal generation process for ACO-OFDM and PAM-DMT sacrifices half of the spectral efficiency when compared with DCO-OFDM.

In a basic O-OFDM based wireless communication system, data stream converted from serial to parallel is mapped to block of symbols from a digital modulation scheme such as \( M \)-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (\( M \)-QAM) or pulse amplitude modulation (\( M \)-PAM). Hermitian symmetry is imposed on the block of symbols to ensure real-valued bipolar time domain signal. Thereafter, O-OFDM symbol is accomplished by mapping the resulting Hermitian symmetric \( M \)-ary block of symbols to IFFT subcarriers [19]. The IFFT operation generates real-valued bipolar time domain O-OFDM symbol. The superposition of the subcarriers results in occasional high peaks in the time domain signal. The bipolar O-OFDM symbol is converted to unipolar based on the O-OFDM scheme in use. Cyclic prefix (CP) is utilized to make the O-OFDM symbol robust to inter-symbol interference (ISI) [18]. Addition of CP to the O-OFDM symbol facilitates the implementation of simplified single-tap equalization technique at the receiver. Thereafter, the discrete real-valued unipolar O-OFDM symbol samples are passed through DAC and filtered to generate a continuous time domain O-OFDM signal. This electrical baseband signal is then fed into the LED driver to modulate the intensity of the LED at the transmitter. Thereafter, the LED converts the electrical signal to optical signal and radiates the information-bearing optical signal through free space.
receiver, a photodetector converts the incoming optical signal into an electrical current signal. The transimpedance amplifier (TIA) turns this current signal into a voltage signal suitable for a post detection amplifier to boost to an appropriate level suitable for an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) to act upon for further processing. Estimates of the transmitted data stream is recovered through a reverse operation of the processes performed at the transmitter.

III. PAPR REDUCTION IN O-OFDM USING THE PA Technique

In this section, we present an overview of the PA PAPR reduction technique in DCO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM.

A. Review of the PA Technique for PAPR Reduction in DCO-OFDM

The block diagram of the O-OFDM system using the PA technique for PAPR reduction is illustrated in Fig. 1. The system consists of randomly generated data streams, \( X_d \), mapped to an \( M \)-QAM constellation. The \( M \)-QAM data symbols are grouped into cluster of \( U \) data symbols to form \( X_u, u = 1, 2, \ldots, U \). Thereafter, a randomly generated pilot symbol sequence, \( X_p \), is combined with \( X_u \) to form a PA O-OFDM frame. Each of the cluster of \( U + 1 \) symbols in the PA O-OFDM frame has \( n_s \) active subcarriers. The phase of the pilot symbol represented as \( \theta_p; i = 1, 2, \ldots, n_s; p = 1, 2, \ldots, P \), is used to rotate the phase of the data symbols \( \theta_u; i = 1, 2, \ldots, n_s; u = 1, 2, \ldots, U \), to obtain signal \( X_{sp} \) as described in (1):

\[
X_{sp} = \begin{pmatrix}
\alpha_{11} e^{j\theta_{11}} & \alpha_{12} e^{j\theta_{12}} & \alpha_{13} e^{j\theta_{13}} & \ldots & \alpha_{1U} e^{j\theta_{1U}} \\
\alpha_{21} e^{j\theta_{21}} & \alpha_{22} e^{j\theta_{22}} & \alpha_{23} e^{j\theta_{23}} & \ldots & \alpha_{2U} e^{j\theta_{2U}} \\
\alpha_{31} e^{j\theta_{31}} & \alpha_{32} e^{j\theta_{32}} & \alpha_{33} e^{j\theta_{33}} & \ldots & \alpha_{3U} e^{j\theta_{3U}} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\alpha_{U1} e^{j\theta_{U1}} & \alpha_{U2} e^{j\theta_{U2}} & \alpha_{U3} e^{j\theta_{U3}} & \ldots & \alpha_{UU} e^{j\theta_{UU}} \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(1)

where \( \alpha_{iu} \) and \( \theta_{iu} \) are the QAM constellation amplitude and phase of the \( i^{th} \) subcarrier and \( u^{th} \) symbol respectively, while \( \theta_{ip} \) is the phase of the \( i^{th} \) subcarrier of the \( p^{th} \) pilot symbol sequence. The pilot symbol amplitude is constrained to unity in order to preserve the electrical power of the data signals, while its phase \( \theta_{ip} \) can either be 0 or \( \pi \) so as to maintain the original constellation of the input data symbols. This choice of pilot phase also eases the signal recovery at the receiver [6].

To obtain a real-valued time domain signal, Hermitian symmetry is imposed on the \( u^{th} \) symbol, \( X_{sp}^*(i) \), in the frame to obtain signal \( X^u(i), i = 0, 1, \ldots, NL - 1 \). The Hermitian symmetry operation increases the number of subcarriers per symbol from \( n_s \) to \( N = 2(1 + n_s) \). Symbol \( X^u(i) \) also contains \( N(L - 1) \) padding zeros to account for \( L \)-times oversampling required to adequately capture the signal peaks. The Hermitian symmetry operation requires that the mirror of the complex conjugate of the subcarriers is appended. This is mathematically described with the \( u^{th} \) symbol as in (2):

\[
X^u = \begin{pmatrix}
0, \bar{X}_{sp}^*(i), 0, 0, \ldots, 0, 0, 0, \ldots, 0, \bar{X}_{sp}^*(NL - i) \\
U(NL-1)/2 & \bar{U}(NL-1)/2
\end{pmatrix}^T,
\]

(2)

where \( [X]^T \) is the transpose of \( X \) and \( X^*(\cdot) \) denotes complex conjugate of \( X(\cdot) \). The PA O-OFDM frame \( X^u \) is input to the IFFT of \( NL \) sampling points. The IFFT operation generates the real-valued discrete time domain signal \( x(n) \). Signal \( x(n) \) is converted from parallel-to-serial followed by addition of CP and DAC to obtain the continuous time domain signal \( x_{dc}(t) \).

The process of rotating the phase of the data symbols, \( X_u^p \), with phase of pilot symbol, \( X_p \), is repeated with another random sequence of pilot symbols up to \( P \) times. This results in a \( P \) randomly generated pilot symbol sequence, \( X_p, p = 1, 2, \ldots, P \). Thus, the PAPR reduction is achieved by selecting the pilot symbol sequence that avoids coherent addition of the subcarriers \( X^u(i) \) as much as possible [6]. This corresponds to the PA O-OFDM frame with the lowest PAPR. The electrical PAPR of an oversampled PA O-OFDM frame after \( P \) iterations is given as [6]:

\[
PAPR \{x(n)\} = \arg \min_{1 \leq p \leq P} \left\{ \max_{0 \leq n \leq (U+1)(NL-1)} \frac{|x(n)|^2}{\sigma_x^2} \right\},
\]

(3)

where \( \sigma_x^2 = E[|x(n)|^2] \) and \( E[\cdot] \) denotes the statistical expectation. The CCDF of PAPR \( \{x(n)\} \), \( P(y) \), is expressed as:

\[
P(y) = P(x(n) \geq y),
\]

(4)

where \( P \) is the probability of PAPR \( \{x(n)\} \) exceeding a threshold value of \( y \).

The spectral efficiency, \( \eta_{DCO} \), of the PA DCO-OFDM frame is expressed as:

\[
\eta_{DCO} = \frac{(\log_2 M)(n_sU)}{2(n_s + 1)(U + 1)} \text{ bits/s/Hz},
\]

(5)

where the term \( \log_2 M \) denotes the number of encoded bits per \( M \)-QAM constellation point.

The received signal, in the frequency domain, is given by:

\[
Y^u(i) = H(i)X^u(i) + W(i);
\]

(6)

where \( H(i) \) is the channel’s frequency response for the \( i^{th} \) subcarrier. The receiver noise is assumed to be ambient induced shot noise and is modeled as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). A simplified most widely used single-tap equalization technique like zero-forcing (ZF) can be utilized to obtain signal \( \tilde{X}^u(i) \) as [6]:

\[
\tilde{X}^u(i) = \frac{Y^u(i)}{H(i)}.
\]

(7)

Removal of Hermitian symmetric symbols imposed at the transmitter from the signal \( \tilde{X}^u(i) \) gives signal \( \tilde{X}_{sp}^u(i); i = 1, 2, \ldots, n_s \).

For Review Only
Fig. 1: Block diagram illustrating the pilot-assisted O-OFDM system. PS: pilot symbol, HS: Hermitian symmetry, B/U: Bipolar-to-unipolar, P/S: Parallel-to-serial, TIA: Transimpedance amplifier S/P: serial-to-parallel

The constraint on the amplitude and phase of the pilot symbol sequence at the transmitter results in $X_p(i) \in \{ \pm 1 \}$ for $i = 1, 2, \ldots, n_s$. This makes the ML estimation technique suitable at the receiver [6] as it helps to minimize the number of combinations needed to be searched in estimating the pilot symbol sequence. Based on the ML decision rule, the transmitted pilot symbol sequence, $X_p(i)$, is estimated at the receiver as:

$$\hat{X}_p(i) = \begin{cases} +1 & \text{if } \Re\{\hat{X}_sp(i)\} \geq 0 \\ -1 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

where $\Re\{\cdot\}$ represents the real part. Thus, the data symbol can be recovered from (9) as:

$$\hat{X}^u_p(i) = \frac{X^u_p(i)}{X_p(i)}; \quad u = 1, 2, \ldots, U.$$  

Finally, $\hat{X}^u_p(i)$ is mapped onto the quadrature amplitude demodulator to obtain estimates of the transmitted data stream.

B. PA Technique for PAPR Reduction in ACO-OFDM

The ACO-OFDM system involves activating the odd subcarriers of the IFFT. The Hermitian symmetry has to be satisfied in order to obtain real-valued time domain signal at the output of IFFT. Thus, the same procedure of $M$-QAM data symbols phase rotation with $P$ iterations of pilot symbol sequence as described in the case of DCO-OFDM is followed. The cluster of $U + 1$ symbols are loaded onto odd subcarriers only while even subcarriers are set to zero as presented in [20]. If $X_n(i)$ with $i = 0, 1, \ldots, n_s$ represent the $M$-QAM constellation symbols, then the input to the IFFT $X_{aco}^u$ is illustrated with the $u$th symbol as:

$$X_{aco}^u = [0, X_u(i), 0, X_u(i + 1), \ldots, 0, X_u(n_s - 1), 0, X_u(n_s), 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, \ldots, X_u^*(n_s),$$

$$N(L - 1)/2 \quad N(L - 1)/2$$

$$0, X_u(n_s - 1), \ldots, X_u^*(i + 1), 0, X_u^*(i)]^T,$$

For $n_s$ active data subcarriers, the total number of frequency domain subcarriers utilized in ACO-OFDM after Hermitian symmetry increases to $N = 4n_s$. ACO-OFDM exploit the properties of Hermitian symmetry and Fourier transform to achieve nonnegativity without any loss of information. This is done at the expense of reduced spectral efficiency as a result of modulating odd subcarriers only. Since all even subcarriers in frequency domain are zero, symmetry property discussed in [20] produces pair of time domain samples, $x(n)$, with the same magnitude but opposite signs. Mathematically, the bipolar discrete time domain samples $x(n)$ is obtained as:

$$x(n) = \text{IFFT}[X_{aco}], \quad 0 \leq n \leq NL - 1,$$

$$= - x(n + NL/2), \quad 0 \leq n \leq NL/2 - 1.$$  

The negative part of the time domain samples is clipped at zero-level to obtain unipolar ACO-OFDM signal, $x_{aco}(n)$, given by (12). For every pair of samples, the clipped negative samples still have the same information contained in the positive samples.

$$x_{aco}(n) = \begin{cases} x(n), \quad x(n) \geq 0, \quad 0 \leq n \leq NL - 1 \\ 0, \quad \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(12)

After default clipping of all negative samples in ACO-OFDM, the distribution of $x_{aco}(n)$ converge to a half-normal distribution for $x_{aco}(n) > 0$. The asymmetric clipping advantageously reduces the number of samples and the electrical average power by half, that is, $E[x^2_{aco}(n)] = \sigma^2/2$. Hence, the remaining upper PAPR of ACO-OFDM signal can be defined as:

$$\text{PAPRA} \triangleq \max_{0 \leq n \leq NL - 1} \frac{x^2_{aco}(n)}{\sigma^2/2}$$

For a PA ACO-OFDM frame, the spectral efficiency, $\eta_{aco}$, is obtained as:

$$\eta_{aco} = \frac{(\log_2 M)U}{4(U + 1)} \text{ bits/s/Hz.}$$

(14)
IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE PAPR DISTRIBUTIONS OF PA O-OFDM SIGNAL

In this section, we present the theoretical analysis of the PAPR distributions of the PA DCO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM signals using order statistics [25] and the approximate cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a basic O-OFDM symbol. The derivations of DCO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM PAPR distributions are based on the assumption that the time domain signal follows a perfect Gaussian and half-Gaussian distribution respectively. The M-QAM symbols are normalized for unity average electrical power.

A. Order Statistics

Order statistics is a branch of statistics which is among the fundamental tools used in non-parametric and inference evaluations [25], [26]. Order statistic seeks to assess the statistics of a given ordered samples of random variables. It has important special cases which includes minimum and maximum order statistics. These cases can also be referred to as extreme order statistics in some cases. Order statistics were first applied to real signal processing problems in the 1900s [26]. Over the years, application of order statistics as analytical tool has continued to expand to diverse disciplines and fields which include actuarial science [27], digital image processing [28] and system networks [29], [30]. Order statistics have been applied in nonlinear digital image filters to produce images with preserved edge information and excellent robustness to impulsive noise [28]. Also, order statistics can be applied to network of systems to estimate certain parameters that include cost and lifespan [29].

We apply order statistics in the field of OWC for the first time using the distribution functions of the maximum and minimum order statistics. These distribution functions of maximum and minimum order statistics are utilized to characterize the PAPR of the PA O-OFDM signal. With the knowledge of the PAPR distribution of an O-OFDM symbol, we utilized maximum order statistics to characterize the PAPR distributions of the PA O-OFDM frame. Thereafter, we applied minimum order statistics to the derived distributions of the PA O-OFDM frame to select the frame with the minimum PAPR after P-iterations of data symbols phase rotation.

Independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) continuous random variables \( Y_1, Y_2, \ldots, Y_k, \ldots, Y_q \) denote an ensemble observed at instants \( k = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, q \) respectively. The order statistics is focused on \( Y_{(1)}, Y_{(2)}, \ldots, Y_{(k)}, \ldots, Y_{(q)} \), where \( Y_{(1)} \leq Y_{(2)} \leq \ldots \leq Y_{(k)} \leq \ldots \leq Y_{(q)} \) and subscript \( k \) denotes the \( k \)th order statistics [25]. If \( Y_k \) has probability distribution function (PDF), \( f_Y(y) \), and CDF, \( F_Y(y) \), then the PDF of the \( k \)th order statistics is given by [25]:

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_{Y_{(k)}}(y) &= \frac{q!}{(k-1)!(q-k)!} \left[ F_Y(y) \right]^{k-1} (1 - F_Y(y))^{q-k} f_Y(y). \\
    \text{(15)}
\end{align*}
\]

Consequently, the PDF of the maximum order statistics, \( Y_{(q)} \), can be obtained from (15) as:

\[
    f_{Y_{(q)}}(y) = q [F_Y(y)]^q - 1 \frac{d}{dy} F_Y(y). \\
    \text{(16)}
\]

Likewise, the PDF of the minimum order statistics, \( Y_{(1)} \), can also be obtained from (15) as:

\[
    f_{Y_{(1)}}(y) = q [1 - F_Y(y)]^{q-1} f_Y(y) \\
    = q [1 - F_Y(y)]^{q-1} \frac{d}{dy} F_Y(y). \\
    \text{(17)}
\]

The integral of (17) gives the CDF of the minimum order as:

\[
    F_{Y_{(1)}}(y) = \int_{-\infty}^{y} f_{Y_{(1)}}(t) \, dt. \\
    \text{(18)}
\]

Hence, the CCDF of the minimum order statistics can be evaluated from (18) as: \( 1 - F_{Y_{(1)}}(y) \).

B. Procedure of Analyzing the Distributions of the PA O-OFDM Frame with the Least PAPR

The PA O-OFDM frame has \( U + 1 \) O-OFDM symbols, with each of the symbols having \( NL \) samples in the discrete time domain. The iterations in the PA technique results in \( P \) of PA O-OFDM frames out of which the one with the minimum PAPR is selected. Thus, to analyze the CCDF of PAPR of the PA O-OFDM frame, the procedure used is summarized as follows:

- The CDF of the \( U + 1 \) O-OFDM symbols in a PA frame is obtained.
- The PDF of the O-OFDM symbol with the highest peak within a frame is derived by employing maximum order statistics on the CDF of the \( U + 1 \) O-OFDM symbols.
- The integral of this PDF follows to obtain the CDF of a PA O-OFDM frame.
- PA technique involves selection of the PA O-OFDM frame with least PAPR after \( P \) iterations. Thus, minimum order statistics is used to obtain the PDF of the PA O-OFDM frame with the least PAPR.
- Thereafter, an integral of the resulting PDF follows to obtain the CDF of the PA O-OFDM with PAPR reduction. Finally, the corresponding CCDF of PAPR of the PA O-OFDM frame with PAPR reduction is obtained from the CDF.

C. Signal Distribution of the O-OFDM Frame

The DCO-OFDM PAPR distributions are presented in this Section. For the DCO-OFDM derivations, we shall use the term basic O-OFDM and PA O-OFDM to indicate bipolar DCO-OFDM signal prior to the addition of DC bias to achieve required unipolar signal. The CDF of PAPR of real-valued basic O-OFDM symbol can be shown to be [13]:

\[
    F_Y(y) = (1 - 2Q(\sqrt{y}))^{\alpha N} \\
    \text{(19)}
\]

where \( Q(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\pi}} \int_{x}^{\infty} e^{-u^2/2} \, du \) represents the Q-function and \( \alpha \) is an empirical factor. Equation (19) represents the CDF of each symbol in the PA O-OFDM frame. This equation is based on the assumption that the IFFT output samples approach Gaussian random variables as \( N \) increases. As mentioned earlier, oversampling of discrete O-OFDM signal is done in order to accurately model a continuous time domain signal and fully capture the signal highest peak. The PAPR
of the $L = 4$ times oversampled discrete signal has been
established to accurately approximate that of a continuous
time domain OFDM signal [31]. $L$-times oversampling in O-OFDM
is done with the addition of padding zeros in the frequency
domain and this leads to an increase in the IFFT sampling
points from $N$ to $NL$. As a result, the distribution of the
$L$-times oversampled time domain signal deviates from being
sum of $NL$ independent variables depending on size of $L$. This
device is adjusted by approximating the distribution of the
PAPR of $L$-times oversampled signal by $\alpha N$-length Gaussian
random variables. $\alpha$ is an empirical factor and without loss of
generality we chose $\alpha = 2.8$ in this work, based on [32], [33].

1) Signal distribution of the O-OFDM frame with PA
PAPR reduction: The CDF of the PA frame before PAPR
reduction can be obtained using maximum order statistics with
the notion that the distribution contains $U + 1$ symbols in a
PA O-OFDM frame. The pilot symbol is also included in the
evaluation of the electrical PAPR since it is transmitted along-
side the data symbols. The CP is omitted in the derivations
for simplicity since it does not introduce new peaks in the
O-OFDM signal. Thus, the CDF of a PA O-OFDM frame is
obtained as (see proof in Appendix A):

$$
F_{Y_U}(y) = (1 - 2Q(\sqrt{\frac{c}{y}}))^{\alpha NU_p}.
$$

(20)

where $U_p = U + 1$ represents the size of the PA O-OFDM
frame containing $U$ data symbols and one pilot symbol.

To analyze the PA O-OFDM frame that gives the minimum
PAPR after rotating the phase of the $U$ symbols with $P$ pilot
symbol sequences, we use order statistics again. Here the
ensemble consists of $P$ PAPR distributions each with a CDF
given by (20). The distribution of minimum PAPR out of $P$
iterations is obtained by finding the minimum order statistics.
Using (20), we obtain the PDF of the minimum PAPR as:

$$
F_{Y_{m(1)}}(y) = P\left[1 - (1 - 2Q(\sqrt{\frac{c}{y}}))^{\alpha NU_p}\right]^{P-1} \times
$$

$$
\left[\frac{\alpha NU_p}{\sqrt{2\pi y}} e^{-y/2} (1 - 2Q(\sqrt{\frac{c}{y}}))^{\alpha NU_p-1}\right].
$$

(21)

The corresponding CDF can be obtained by taking the integral
of (21). Since PAPR value is always positive, this gives:

$$
F_{Y_{m(1)}}(y) = 1 - \left[1 - (1 - 2Q(\sqrt{\frac{c}{y}}))^{\alpha NU_p}\right]^P.
$$

(22)

See Appendix B for the proof of (22). The CCDF of PAPR
of the oversampled PA O-OFDM bipolar signal $x(n)$ is thus:

$$
P_a(y) = \left[1 - (1 - 2Q(\sqrt{\frac{c}{y}}))^{\alpha NU_p}\right]^P.
$$

(23)

2) Alternative approach of deriving the signal distribution
of the O-OFDM frame with PA PAPR reduction: Equation
(23) uses the PAPR distribution of the oversampled discrete
time domain O-OFDM signal. Also, based on the assumption
of Gaussian distribution of the time domain signal, the CDF
of PAPR of the real-valued continuous time OFDM signal
can be shown to be [13]:

$$
F_Y(y) = e^{-\frac{Nc^2 y^2}{4}}.
$$

(24)

Using (24) and the same summarized procedure of order statis-
tics in Section IV-B, the CCDF of PAPR of the continuous
time domain PA O-OFDM signal is obtained as:

$$
P_a(y) = \left(1 - e^{-\frac{Nc^2 y^2}{4}}\right)^P.
$$

(25)

Equations (23) and (25) are the analytical distributions
of PAPR of the PA O-OFDM derived using two different
expressions of CDF of a basic O-OFDM symbol. Fig. 2
shows the CCDF plot of the PAPR of basic and PA O-OFDM
signals. The accuracy of the derived expressions for CCDF
of PAPR from (23) and (25) are verified and compared with
simulations presented in this figure. For this purpose, a data-
carrying IFFT size of $N = [256, 1024]$ and oversampling
factor of $L = 4$ are chosen. Analysis based on (23) and
(25) are independent of $M$-QAM since $E|X(i)|^2 = 1$ for all
QAM systems. Comparing the CCDF of PA O-OFDM when
$N = 256$, results show a near-perfect agreement between those
obtained using (23) when $\alpha = 2.8$ and (25). However, there is
a difference in PAPR levels of about 0.1 dB between analysis
and simulation. This is because the analysis assume perfect
Gaussian distribution of the O-OFDM signal while simulations
only approach Gaussianity as $N$ increases. As the number
of subcarriers increases from $N = 256$ to $N = 1024$, the
central limit theorem holds better since simulated results show
better match with analytical results. PAPR reduction gain is
quantified by comparing the basic O-OFDM signal with the
PA O-OFDM signal. At CCDF = $10^{-3}$, the PAPR reduction
using $P = 5$ and $N = 1024$ is about 2.1 dB. Greater reduction
in PAPR can be achieved at lower CCDF.

Fig. 2: CCDF plot for basic and PA O-OFDM signal using
$P = 5$, $U = 5$, $n_s = [127, 511]$ and $N = [256, 1024]$.

3) Signal distribution of the DCO-OFDM frame with PA
PAPR reduction: The theoretical analysis of the required
DC bias in the DCO-OFDM signal and the resulting PAPR
distributions of the PA DCO-OFDM signal are presented here. Addition of DC bias, $B$, to obtain unipolar signal, $x_{dc}(t)$, needed to drive the optical modulator results in:

$$x_{dc}(t) = x(t) + B,$$

In (26) it is assuming a linear driver and an ideal intensity modulator. The zero-mean signal, $x(t)$, has a variance of $\sigma_x^2 = P_{s(elect)}$, where $P_{s(elect)}$ is the average electrical symbol power. $B$ is usually set relative to the standard deviation, $\sigma_x$, of $x(t)$ [19], i.e $B = K\sigma_x$, where $K$ is a constant representing the normalized DC bias level. The unipolar signal to be transmitted, $x_{dc}(t)$, also has a Gaussian distribution with mean of $B = P_{s(opt)}$, where $P_{s(opt)}$ is the average optical symbol power when clipping is minimal.

Thus, using (23) we obtain the CCDF of PAPR of the oversampled PA DCO-OFDM signal as:

$$P_{dc}(y) = \Pr \left( \arg \min_{1 \leq p \leq P} \left( \frac{\max_{0 \leq n \leq N\text{L} - 1} \left( x_{dc}(n) \right)^2 }{E[\left( x_{dc}(n) \right)^2]} > y \right) \right) = 1 - \left( 1 - 2Q \left( \sqrt{y(1 + K^2)} - K \right) \right)_{\alpha N U_p}^P,$$

where $E[\sigma_{x_{dc}}^2] = \sigma_x^2 + B^2$ is the average electrical symbol power of the signal to be transmitted. The term $1 + K^2$ represents the increase in the electrical power of $x_{dc}(n)$ relative to $x(n)$.

Likewise, using (25), we obtain the CCDF of PAPR of the continuous PA DCO-OFDM signal as:

$$P_{ca}(y) = \left[ 1 - \exp \left( - \frac{U_{P,N}^2}{\sqrt{3}} e^{-\left( \sqrt{y(1 + K^2)} - K \right)^2/2} \right) \right]_i^j,$$

When $B = 0$, (27) and (28) reduces to (23) and (25) respectively. Next is the derivation of the required $B$ in the PA DCO-OFDM signal.

The performance of DCO-OFDM system depends on the choice of $B$. Optimum bias point is important in order to accommodate the full amplitude swings of the DCO-OFDM signal within the limited dynamic range of the LED. Thus, to avoid lower-level clipping, the condition of $B \geq L$ must be met, where $L = \left[ \min_{0 \leq n \leq N\text{L} - 1} x(n) \right]$. In practice, $B = \alpha N U_p$ may result into the DCO-OFDM signal swing exceeding the dynamic linear range of the transmitter and/or $P_{s(opt)}$ limit. In addition, it makes the scheme inefficient in terms of power by increasing the optical energy to noise power spectral density, $E_b/N_0$, required to meet the target BER. If $B$ is not to be excessive, clipping to condition the signal to fit the optical power constraints occurs. The consequence includes distortion of the DCO-OFDM signal to be transmitted due to clipping noise [34]. However, application of peak reduction techniques in DCO-OFDM helps in reducing the required $B$. In this work, $B$ is modeled based on the lower PAPR ($\mathcal{L}/\sigma_x^2$) distributions of the PA O-OFDM signal $x(n)$.

4) DC-bias of PA DCO-OFDM signal: To begin the theoretical analysis of $K$, the CDF of lower PAPR of a basic O-OFDM symbol can be shown to be:

$$F(K) = \left( 1 - Q \left( \frac{B^2}{\sigma_x^2} \right)^{\alpha N} \right) = (1 - Q(K))^{\alpha N}.$$

Again, the CDF of $K$ for a PA frame is obtained using maximum order statistics and (29). Thereafter, we obtain the DC bias distributions of the PA DCO-OFDM frames that give the least lower peak after $P$ iterations as:

$$f_m(1)(K) = \left[ 1 - (1 - Q(K))^{\alphaNU_p} \right]^{P-1} \times \left[ \frac{\alpha PNU_p e^{-K^2/2} (1 - Q(K))^{\alphaNU_p-1}}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \right].$$

Equation (30) gives the distribution of sufficient $K = L/\sigma_x$. The random variable $K$ of this distribution represents the normalized DC bias level added on an O-OFDM symbol-by-symbol basis to avoid clipping distortion. Some previous work [35]–[37] has simulated this variable-biased system for basic DCO-OFDM. For the uncollapsed PA DCO-OFDM signal $x_{dc}(t)$.

In practice, a fixed DC bias will be suitable for a DCO-OFDM system. We obtain fixed $K$ in PA DCO-OFDM as the expected value, $\mathbb{E}[K]$, of the distributions in (30) based on the measure of central tendency of the range of $K$. This results in $K = L/\sigma_x$ per PA O-OFDM symbol. This fixed $K$ does not aim at completely avoiding clipping as in (30), but rather minimizes it. We define the upper and lower clipping levels as $C_u$ and $C_l$ respectively in order to fit the signal within the optical power constraints of the transmitter. Hence, the PA DCO-OFDM signal to be transmitted becomes:

$$x_{dc}^*(n) = \begin{cases} \frac{c_u + B}{x_{dc}(n)} & x_{dc}(n) > c_u + B \\ c_l + B & x_{dc}(n) \leq c_l + B \\ c_u + B & x_{dc}(n) < c_l + B. \end{cases}$$

where $\bar{B} = K\sigma_x$, $C_u = c_u\sigma_x$, $C_l = c_l\sigma_x$, $c_u$ and $c_l$ are unit less coefficients representing the normalized upper and lower clipping levels respectively. Thus, a fixed bias $\bar{B}$ representing the expected value of (30) is obtained as:

$$\bar{K} = \mathbb{E}[K] = \int_0^{\infty} K f_m(1)(K) dK = \alpha PNU_p \left[ \int_0^{\infty} \frac{1 - (1 - Q(K))^{\alphaNU_p}}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \times \left[ \frac{\alpha PNU_p e^{-K^2/2} (1 - Q(K))^{\alphaNU_p-1}}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \right] dK \right].$$

For clipped PA DCO-OFDM signal $x_{dc}^*(t)$, the average optical and electrical power becomes $P_{s(opt)} = E[x_{dc}^*(t)]$ and $P_{s(elect)} = E[x_{dc}^*(t)]$ respectively. The closed form expression of (32) does not exist but the numerical evaluation gives a good approximation when compared with simulated values.

A means of obtaining a closed form expression of fixed $\bar{B}$ is by specifying the probability, $P_{\bar{B}}$, of an IFFT output sample getting clipped below a normalized threshold bias level $K^*$. 
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First, we take the integral of (30) to obtain the CDF of the PA DCO-OFDM frame. Thereafter, the corresponding CCDF is derived as:

\[ P_{\beta}(K^*) = \Pr(K > K^*) = \left[ 1 - (1 - Q(K^*))^{\alpha N U_p} \right]^P \]  

(33)

The \( K^* \) is derived from (33) as:

\[ K^* = Q^{-1}\left( 1 - \left( 1 - P_{\beta}^{1/P} \right)^{1/(\alpha N U_p)} \right). \]  

(34)

The closed form expression in (34) is capable of generating the normalized DC bias level based on \( N, U_p, P \) and the value of \( P_{\beta} \) chosen. The fixed normalized threshold DC bias level obtained via theoretical expression in (32) and (34) at \( P_{\beta} = 0.5 \) is 10.3 dB and 10.4 dB respectively using \( N = 256 \), \( U = 5 \) and \( P = 5 \). It can be observed that there is close match between these values.

D. Signal Distribution of the ACO-OFDM frame with PA PAPR Reduction

The theoretical analysis of PAPR distributions in ACO-OFDM is presented in this section. We derive the approximate CDF of PAPR of a basic ACO-OFDM symbol with half-Gaussian distribution. Using order statistics and following the summarized procedure from Section IV-B, we obtain the analysis of PAPR distributions of ACO-OFDM. The CDF of \( x_{aco}(n) \) is obtained as:

\[ \Pr\left( \frac{x_{aco}(n)}{\sigma_x^2/2} \leq y \right) = \Pr\left( x_{aco}(n) \leq \sigma_x \sqrt{\frac{y}{2}} \right), \]  

(35)

Using (35), the CDF of the PAPR of an \( L \)-times oversampled ACO-OFDM symbol can be approximated as:

\[ \Pr(\text{PAPR} \leq y) = \frac{N-L-1}{N} \Pr\left( \frac{x_{aco}(n)}{\sigma_x^2/2} \leq y \right) = \left( 1 - Q\left( \sqrt{\frac{y}{2}} \right) \right)^{\alpha N}. \]  

(36)

Again, using order statistics and the summarized procedure we obtain the CCDF of PAPR of the PA ACO-OFDM signal after \( P \) iterations as:

\[ \Pr(\text{PAPR} \geq y) = \left( 1 - Q\left( \sqrt{\frac{y}{2}} \right) \right)^{\alpha N} P \]  

(37)

In Fig. 3, we show the peak reduction capabilities of the PA ACO-OFDM with \( U = 5 \), \( P = 5 \), \( \alpha = 2.8 \) and \( n_k = 127 \). The analytical PAPR CCDF of ACO-OFDM is presented in order to show the accuracy of the theoretical expression in (37). This figure also depicts the basic CCDF of PAPR for comparison. Results illustrating the peak reduction capability of PA technique show that 1 out of every 10\(^3\) ACO-OFDM frames has its PAPR greater than 17.1 dB. However, the PA technique is capable of minimizing this threshold value such that 1 frame has its PAPR greater than 14.9 dB out of every 10\(^3\) frames. This implies a PAPR reduction gain of about 2.2 dB at CCDF of 10\(^{-3}\). Comparing the PAPR CCDF of ACO-OFDM, results show a meager difference between the results obtained via simulations and those of the theoretical expression presented in (37). This difference is also attributed to the assumption of the time domain ACO-OFDM signal distributions being perfectly half-Gaussian in analysis. Therefore, simulation results confirm the derived analytical expression of the PA ACO-OFDM technique. Fig. 3 is the CCDF plot of analytical and simulated basic and PA ACO-OFDM signal.

**Fig. 3: CCDF plot of analytical and simulated basic and PA ACO-OFDM signal**

V. PERFORMANCE OF THE PA TECHNIQUE IN O-OFDM SYSTEM

The BER against electrical energy to noise power spectral density, \( E_b(\text{elect})/N_0 \), depends on the electrical signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per bit, whereas the limiting factor in some IM/DD OWC systems is the average optical power that can be transmitted. Some previous studies [10], [38] have studied the performance comparison of basic O-OFDM in terms of normalized \( E_b(\text{opt})/N_0 \) and normalized bandwidth/bit rate or bit rate/normalized bandwidth in order to account for the limiting factor. Following [38], the study of the performance of PA DCO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM using the \( E_b(\text{opt})/N_0 \) and bit rate/normalized bandwidth is presented. Bandwidth is defined as the position of the first spectral null and normalized relative to the OOK with the same data rate [19]. This point of first null occur at the normalized frequency of \( 1 + 2/N \) in DCO-OFDM, resulting into a bit rate/normalized bandwidth of \( \log_2 M/(1 + 2/N) \). In ACO-OFDM, the point of first null occur at the normalized frequency of \( 2(1 + 2/N) \) and the bit rate/normalized bandwidth is \( \log_2 M/(2 + 4/N) \), where \( M \) is the constellation order in both cases [38]. Activating odd subcarriers only in ACO-OFDM reduces its spectral efficiency.
when compared with DCO-OFDM for the same modulation order. As such, maintaining equivalent data rate requires $M^2$-QAM ACO-OFDM to be compared with $M$-QAM DCO-OFDM [10]. To relate $E_{b(\text{opt})}$ to $E_{b(\text{elect})}$, the normalized optical-to-electrical conversion ratio in DCO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM is defined as [10]:

$$\frac{E_{b(\text{opt})}}{N_0} = \frac{E\{x'_d\}^2}{E\{x'_d^2\}} \frac{E_{b(\text{elect})}}{N_0},$$

(38)

and

$$\frac{E_{b(\text{opt})}}{N_0} = \frac{1}{\pi} \frac{E_{b(\text{elect})}}{N_0},$$

(39)

respectively.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this paper, basic O-OFDM represents signal with dummy pilot signal for fair comparison but no PAPR reduction technique implemented. On the other hand, PA O-OFDM involves use of pilot symbol phase to rotate data symbol phase in order to achieve PAPR reduction.

The effect of $P$ on the reduction capability of the PA technique is studied. An expression for the reduction in PAPR for O-OFDM is obtained as follows: the threshold PAPR can be obtained from (23) and it is given by (40):

$$y^{(P)} = \left[ Q^{-1} \left( \frac{1 - (1 - P_d^{1/P})^{1/\alpha N U_P}}{2} \right) \right]^2.$$

(40)

Hence, the PAPR reduction gain in decibels (dB) can be evaluated from (40) as:

$$\text{PAPR}_{\text{gain}}(\text{dB}) = y^{(0)}(\text{dB}) - y^{(P)}(\text{dB})$$

$$= 10 \log_{10} \left[ \left( Q^{-1} \left( \frac{1 - (1 - P_d^{1/P})^{1/\alpha N U_P}}{2} \right) \right)^2 \right.$$

$$- \left( Q^{-1} \left( \frac{1 - (1 - P_d^{1/P})^{1/\alpha N U_P}}{2} \right) \right)^2 \left] \right).$$

(41)

where $y^{(0)}$ represents the threshold PAPR of basic O-OFDM signal. Fig. 4 shows the PAPR reduction gain in decibel for different number of pilot iterations at $CCDF = 10^{-3}$ and $10^{-4}$. This plot would have been extremely difficult and time consuming to generate via computer simulations. The results in Fig. 4 show that greater PAPR reduction is achieved at lower CCDF, and as the number of iteration is increased. At $CCDF = 10^{-3}$ with $P = 100$, the gain is about 4 dB whereas it is approximately 2.5 dB at $P = 5$. These results imply that 62% of the PAPR reduction gain achieved at $P = 100$ is attainable at $P = 5$. Also, by increasing $P$ further results only in additional little reduction in PAPR which can be described as a form of saturation effect. Since the complexity of the PA O-OFDM technique increases with increased $P$, value of $P$ that gives PAPR reduction at reasonable level of complexity is important.

Moreover, we investigate the effect of number of subcarriers on the PA PAPR reduction technique. Fig. 5 shows the plot of threshold PAPR at $CCDF = 10^{-4}$ against a wide range of $N$. These results based on (40) show the low sensitivity of O-OFDM signal to excessively high PAPR as the number of subcarriers more likely to add up coherently increases. At $CCDF = 10^{-4}$, increasing the number of subcarriers from $N = 512$ to $N = 1024$ yields PAPR increase of approximately 0.2 dB in basic O-OFDM. Also, by increasing $N$ further to 2048 results in about additional 0.2 dB increase in PAPR. For the PA O-OFDM the corresponding PAPR increase is about 0.4 and 0.3 dB respectively. Although PA O-OFDM system achieves PAPR reduction for various number of subcarriers, the PAPR reduction gain reduces as $N$ increases. Increasing $N$ simply increases the probability of having more sinusoids that can coherently add up to produce high signal peaks at different points in time. Implementing the PA technique to rotate the phase of the subcarriers leads to a random reduction of these high peaks. As $N$ increases, the capability of the PA technique to randomly reduce all these high signal peaks reduces. Hence, the decrease in PAPR reduction gains of the PA technique when $N$ increases.

Fig. 6 shows the plot of BER against $E_{b(\text{elect})}/N_0$ for different QAM constellations systems. The levels of the LED are set to $c_0 = 2.7$ and $c_1 = -3.2$ for the purpose of illustrating the clipping distortion minimization capability of the PA technique. Comparison between the basic and PA DCO-OFDM suggests that higher order QAM modulation in basic DCO-OFDM is more susceptible to signal clipping distortion. This is because the PA technique reduces the peaks and $K$ to values less than that of basic O-OFDM. As a result, the average electrical power of the transmit signal is also minimized when the bias power is included in the calculation of the $E_{b(\text{elect})}/N_0$. In addition, as a result of mild signal clipping the Gaussian assumption is no longer true for $x'_d$. The clipping generates distortion on all subcarriers and there
is adding of clipping noise. Thus, it is expected that the PA DCO-OFDM system gives a better BER performance than the basic counterpart under the same upper and lower clipping conditions. Results show that the basic DCO-OFDM requires more $E_{b\text{(elect)}}/N_0$ to achieve target BER than PA DCO-OFDM for all the QAM systems shown. The PA DCO-OFDM has about 1 dB $E_{b\text{(elect)}}/N_0$ gain for 4-, 16- and 64-QAM systems at BER = $10^{-3}$. It is shown that basic DCO-OFDM suffers a greater BER degradation for 256-QAM system. It is unable to achieve this target BER of $10^{-3}$ because it has an error floor of about $2 \times 10^{-3}$.

The average optical power reduction in PA DCO-OFDM with the presence of signal clipping distortion and AWGN is assessed in terms of normalized $E_{b\text{(opt)}}/N_0$ and bit rate/normalized bandwidth in Fig. 7. The optical power efficiency of the PA DCO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM is also compared in this figure. For this purpose, the normalized O/E conversion ratio in (38) and (39) is employed for BER = $10^{-3}$. Focusing on the reduction achieved in $E_{b\text{(opt)}}/N_0$ when PA technique is implemented in DCO-OFDM, the PA technique is capable of reducing the $E_{b\text{(opt)}}/N_0$ by about 1 dB at a BER of $10^{-3}$ with $P = 5$. This is equivalent to about 21% reduction. The ACO-OFDM is expected to deliver a better performance for lower constellation order. This means the ACO-OFDM signal is still more suitable for systems requiring low average optical power while the DC bias in DCO-OFDM is also an added advantage in applications where illumination is the primary purpose of the optical source. The bit rate/normalized bandwidth value for 256-QAM basic DCO-OFDM does not exist at BER of $10^{-3}$ due to the error floor at about $2 \times 10^{-3}$ as shown in Fig. 6.

A common feature in OFDM is the insertion of a pilot signal for synchronization and channel estimation at the receiver. However, the density of pilots used differ from one system to another. To investigate the penalty of pilot symbol pattern used in the PA DCO-OFDM system, we plot the spectral efficiency against the $E_{b\text{(elect)}}/N_0$ to achieve BER of $10^{-3}$ in Fig. 8. Results in Fig. 8 are that of PA DCO-OFDM, basic DCO-OFDM with and without pilot symbol for fair comparison.
Comparing the PA DCO-OFDM and basic DCO-OFDM without pilot symbol, there is $E_b/N_0$ gain of about 0.7 dB, 0.9 dB and 1.4 dB for [4, 16, 64]-QAM respectively when the PA technique is used. However, results show that the spectral efficiency of the PA technique decreases as the $M$-QAM order increases.

![Graph showing spectral efficiency against $E_b/N_0$ for PA DCO-OFDM, basic DCO-OFDM with and without pilot symbol using $U = 5$, $P = 5$, $N = 256$, BER = $10^{-3}$, [4, 16, 64, 256]-QAM.]

**VII. CONCLUSIONS**

In this paper, the theoretical characterization of PAPR reduction in PA DCO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM systems is presented using order statistics. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time order statistics is utilized in the field of OWC. A comparison with simulation results is carried out to verify the accuracy of the analysis. The PA technique uses $P$ iterations of the pilot sequence to rotate the phase of $U$ data symbols within the O-OFDM frame. We have derived closed form expressions which give fast computation of the PAPR distributions of the PA DCO-OFDM and DCO-OFDM signal as a function of $P$, $U_p$, $N$, and DC bias. Since the complexity of the PA O-OFDM technique increases with increased $P$, value of $P$ that gives good PAPR reduction at a reasonable level of complexity is important. As such, at CCDF = $10^{-3}$ the analytical result in DCO-OFDM indicates that 62% of the PAPR reduction gain achieved at $P = 100$ is attainable at $P = 5$. There is also an indication of a form of saturation effect on PAPR reduction gain as $P$ increases. This means that greater reduction is attainable as $P$ increases but at expense of increased system complexity. The investigation of the impact of $N$ on PA DCO-OFDM technique depicts that PAPR reduction achievable is up to about 3 dB at CCDF = $10^{-4}$ for $N = 256$. Results from closed form expressions also show that PAPR reduction gain increases when $N$ decreases or when $P$ is increased. Comparisons of the theoretical results of DC bias in DCO-OFDM signal with that of computer simulations show a very good agreement. For BER of $10^{-3}$ in an AWGN channel, the PA reduction technique is capable of reducing the required $E_b/N_0$ by about 1 dB when compared with basic DCO-OFDM where no PAPR reduction technique is implemented. The basic DCO-OFDM with 256-QAM is unable to achieve the target BER of $1 \times 10^{-3}$ because it has an error floor of about $3 \times 10^{-3}$.

**APPENDIX A**

In this appendix, we give derivation of the distribution of the PA O-OFDM frame using (19). To accomplish this using order statistics, we find the distribution of maximum order statistics of the $U_p$ peak distributions. Thus, the PDF of a PA O-OFDM frame is:

\[
Y_{(e_p)}(y) = U_p \left[ F_Y(y) \right]^{U_p-1} \frac{d}{dy} F_Y(y)
\]

\[
= U_p \left[ (1 - 2Q(\sqrt{y}))^{\alpha N} \right]^{U_p-1} \frac{d}{dy} \left[ (1 - 2Q(\sqrt{y}))^{\alpha N} \right]
\]

\[
= U_p \left[ (1 - 2Q(\sqrt{y}))^{\alpha N} \right]^{U_p-1} \left[ \frac{\alpha N}{\sqrt{2\pi y}} e^{-y/2} (1 - 2Q(\sqrt{y}))^{\alpha N-1} \right]
\]

(A.42)

The corresponding CDF of a PA O-OFDM frame is obtained from (A.42) as:

\[
F_Y(y) = \int_0^y f_Y(y) \, dt
\]

(A.42)

\[
= \left[ (1 - 2Q(\sqrt{y}))^{\alpha N} \right]^{U_p} - \left[ (1 - 2Q(\sqrt{0}))^{\alpha N} \right]^{U_p}
\]

= $(1 - 2Q(\sqrt{y}))^{\alpha NU_p}$.

(A.43)

**APPENDIX B**

Having obtained the distribution of the PA O-OFDM frame, here we are interested in selecting the PA O-OFDM frame that gives the minimum PAPR after $P$ iterations. Using order statistics with the assumption that the ensemble contains $P$ PAPR distributions, the distribution of interest corresponds to that of minimum order statistics. Therefore, the PDF of the minimum PAPR is obtained from (A.43) as:

\[
Y_{(m)}(y) = P \left[ 1 - F_Y(y) \right]^{P-1} f_Y(y)
\]

\[
= P \left[ 1 - (1 - 2Q(\sqrt{y}))^{\alpha NU_p} \right]^{P-1} \frac{d}{dy} \left[ (1 - 2Q(\sqrt{y}))^{\alpha NU_p} \right]
\]

\[
= P \left[ 1 - (1 - 2Q(\sqrt{y}))^{\alpha NU_p} \right]^{P-1} \left[ \frac{\alpha NU_p}{\sqrt{2\pi y}} e^{-y/2} (1 - 2Q(\sqrt{y}))^{\alpha NU_p-1} \right]
\]

(B.44)
The CDF of the minimum PAPR is obtained from (B.44) as:

\[
F_{Y_{\text{min}}}(y) = \int_{0}^{y} f_{Y_{\text{min}}}(t) \, dt
\]

\[
= \left[ 1 - (1 - 2Q(\sqrt{A}))^{\alpha NU_A} \right]^{\frac{y}{y}}
\]

= \left[ 1 - (1 - 2Q(\sqrt{A}))^{\alpha NU_A} \right]^{P}

(\text{B.45})
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